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Dear Friends,

When i began working at B’nai Torah, the Concert 
series was planning for its second year. The spirit 
of the volunteers putting the program together was 
very exciting to watch. The series, then under the 
tutelage of Cantor Yehuda shifman, brought talent 
to the synagogue from all over north america, 

england, south africa and israel. and, i perceived then, the following 
potential from its presentation and beauty:

B’nai Torah is a congregation that is a significant part of world Jewry. It 
values tradition, it has a love for our music and aesthetics. We have an 
interest in the Jewish world way beyond our doors. We care to preserve 
traditions from our past. and we want to be creative and open to a not 
yet known future. over the last  years, under the creative guidance of 
Cantor Udi spielman, we have seen the growth in this series, including 
bringing more talent from israel and the sefaradi and Mizrachi world. 
Udi continually upgrades the content and quality of this series. he brings 
high expectation for excellence and we all benefit.

as i celebrate my 25 years at B’nai Torah Congregation, i am grateful for 
all the support this Concert & Cultural arts series has received. our B’nai 
Torah choir has always served as a wonderful addition. i am thankful for 
the work of Bill Forster, helen Cohan and roger Leavy in its early days 
and the exceptional work of art stark and Carmen Cunha and their 
committee over the last decade. elysa stark and Claudia sternberg and 
all the professionals have been incredible. our maintenance works so 
hard to prepare for the performances and then get the building back 
into working order.

We are a wonderful congregation, warm and welcoming, filled with 
song and learning, joy and meaning! What more could a rabbi want?

ivdu et hashem B’simcha - serve  the Lord with joy!
enjoy the series!

Rabbi David Steinhardt 





Dear Friends,

it is a true honor to dedicate this year’s Concert 
series to my friend rabbi David steinhardt, as 
a celebration of his 25 years of devoted and 
caring service to our synagogue. it’s been my 
pleasure to work on this series with his support and 
encouragement to keep pushing the boundaries 

of Jewish music and arts. And even more so to share the Bimah with him 
during these past 11 years.

This season begins with a Ladino sensation who sings the beautiful 
traditional songs you all know and also writes her own, providing a 
modern twist on this ancient language. next are two diverse sets of 
Chazzanim – four women and four men who put their own exciting and 
entertaining spin on Chazzanut.  it’s a great honor to give my colleagues 
the opportunity to share their art with such an appreciative audience.  
our israeli academy award-winning theater performance exposes the 
secrets of the ultra-orthodox world. We have added a Matinee for your 
convenience.

The season finale brings the most well known performers we’ve ever had 
at B’nai Torah. This fabulous 8-time grammy winning american band, 
with many songs on the Top 10 Billboard, was a great inspiration to me 
and to entire generations. For me it’s like fulfilling a dream. The band’s 
musical director is a personal friend who performed with me in israel 
over 25 years ago prior to joining them in the U.s. i am not allowed to 
share their name until February due to previous local engagements… 
but there are hints throughout for those willing to guess.

Thank you once again to all who make this Concert series the best that 
it can be. To the sponsors, patrons and Friends who support us year after 
year, and to all the new friends who join us, we are proud to provide you 
with the best of Jewish music each year.  I add my thanks to the Rabbis, 
to all the Leadership, staff and volunteers who make it all possible.

i look forward to seeing you at the concerts!

Cantor Ehud (Udi) Spielman
Artistic Director



Sarah Aroeste is an American artist, and one 
of few Ladino singers today who compose their 
own music. She sings in Ladino, English, Spanish 
and Hebrew. 

She has been an advocate for exposing audiences 
to Sephardic culture and has worked tirelessly to 
keep Ladino music alive for new generations.S
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January 23 - 7:30 p.m.



Sarah Aroeste has developed a signature style 
and has released five recordings. In 2014, Aroeste 
won the Sephardic prize at the International 
Jewish Music Festival in Amsterdam. Combining 
traditional Mediterranean Sephardic sounds with 
contemporary influences such as folk, pop, rock, 
funk, jazz and blues, Sarah’s songs have brought 
unique new life and energy to the beautiful and 
mysterious sounds of Sephardic music. 

Her 17 piece orchestra and singers will be 
conducted by her Israeli music director and 
producer SHAI BACHAR, who has worked with 
international artists such as Dudu Fisher and 
many more.

Orchestra conducted by Shai Bachar



An entertaining, uplifting concert featuring 
a wide variety of Jewish music and popular 
selections, presented by four Cantors from 
diverse performing backgrounds. All four 
dynamic cantors are graduates of the H.L. Miller 
Cantorial School of the Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America. 
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February 6 - 7:30 p.m.





Mikveh offers a glimpse into the secretive world of 
the Jewish ritual bath. Awarded ‘Play of the Year’ 
by the Israeli Theater Academy Awards in 2015, 
this theater production lets the intimate stories of 
eight women unfold in a revealing story of religious 
observance and developing feminist consciousness. 
With humor, sincerity and tragedy, this provocative 
play explores the evolving position of women in 
this religious society. 
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February 20 
2 Showings - 2:00 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.



CAST:

ellen Murray Jennifer Coe Kai alivia Koren Lory reyes

peggy Linker rene Barrett rene rogoff Yafi Yair

Written by HADAR gALROn



Much more than a concert, this will be a multi-
media production. The genre of music will be 
exciting and varied. The stories of each Cantor 
and how they came to become clergy and then a 
Clergy Boy will include Cantorial pieces mixed 
with music from the 50 and 60s and lots of humor 
to entertain you, your kids and your parents 
alike. You will laugh, cry and stamp your feet 
to the beat.
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Everyone loves a surprise, and boy do we have 
a great one for you! The greatest show ever to 
grace our Bima, 

Multi-superstar American artists, 8 time grammy 
winners for both Jazz, American Pop and Blee 
Blop Blues, with many songs you all know and 
sing on the Top 10 Billboard. A night you will 
never forget.
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March 27 - 7:30 p.m.



Call the operator, Gloria or any boy from New 
York City, whether you’re on Route 66 or the 

little streets of Singapore, and they will tell you 

that the best concerts can be found at BTC. You 
can depend on me to find you only exceptional 

artists and musicians. Variety is the spice of life, 

and we are bringing that to you! 

The artists have asked us to keep their name 

private until the end of February, but we 

guarantee you will clap your hands and sing me a 

chanson d’amour when you hear the voices from 

the Big Apple. If you want to get tickets early - 

I second that emotion and urge you to do so now 

as we suspect it’s gonna take a miracle to get a 

ticket once the word gets out! 



Benefactors:
eleanor and paul Weiner (z’l)*

Barbara and Jeffrey Rosenberg*
Carla and Bruce Weiner

We Thank Our Generous Sponsors:

Platinum Sponsors:
Meryl and ron gallatin*

Gold Sponsors:
phyllis and Leonard attman

Lowell glazer
Toby and Carl (z’l) sloane

eda and Cliff Viner*

Silver Sponsors:
sandra and Malcom Berman      

phyllis Butters
Joan and Myron Kaufman
Donna and gerry Kramer*

Millicent nathan*
Marilyn and Jack Pechter*

amy and Fred Weiss*

Bronze Sponsors:
Robyn and Joseph Bier

Barbara and Jeffrey Feingold*     
Lester hersch

Anne and Norman Jacobson*
Debra and Jerry Kramer *

sally sokoloff
ruth Taubman*

selma and Daniel Weiss*
Dorothy Wizer

Patrons of the 
Concert Series:

Carol alcalay
Liza and David Baum 

rhoda sue and henri Bertuch
andrea and Terry Bresnick

Law Offices of Scott A. Frank, PA.
Melanie Jacobson Katzell & 

Dr. Jeffrey Katzell
Miriam and Lee greenspon

april and roger Leavy 
sylvia and robert robbins

Marcia ruderman
rabbi David and Dr. Tobi steinhardt

*Ner Tamid Member



rosalyn abrams
aurora and Francisco arguedas

nancy aronson
sippy and Morris artzi

paula and Michael Berezin
anita (z’l) and sam Berman
sandra and richard Birdie

shirley Brooks
Holly and Jerold Budney

phyllis Butters
Cherie and richard Chosid

Boca real estate investment Club 
rabbi David and stephanie englander

shirley and Karl enselberg
elaine and William Fine

susan and Marvin Finkelstein
phyllis and ab Flatt

stanley Fradin
gail Franklin

edith Friedman
heni and henri galel

Carol and Michael gleiberman  
Bea and Leo (z’l) gold

Marvin golberg
Myrna gross

Donna grossman
gerry grossman

Charlotte and arnold haskel
Beatriz and Harold Jacobsohn

Felice and Dr. neil Kantor
Margo and David Kardish

Friends of the Concert Series:

sue Kirshner
Doris Brooks Kuperstock 

paul Lavitt
Elizabeth and E. J. Leizerman
noreen and edward Levine

Carol and Morris Lewitter
Dalia Liebersohn

Marsha and howard Liebman
Maruka and Bernard (z’l) Mirochnick

Beth and Joseph Mishkin
Tamara and richard Morgenstern

Barbara and David orth 
Faye & Melvin owens

Miriam preminger
Jewel and Allen Prince

Linda and Maxwell rosenbaum
Mark samarel

Marilyn and Monroe schulder
phyllis (z’l) and Clifford seresky

helene shafran
Eunice (z’l) and Jay Shapiro

susan and harvey smith 
shirley and allan solomon

Dale and richard sonenklare
andrea and arthur stark

Linda stewart
shari Upbin

Myriam Weinstein
Joan and Barry Winograd

Claire Zimmers



With Appreciation to Our Dear Friends:
David M. steinhardt, D.D., Senior Rabbi
David englander, Rabbi
Ehud (Udi) Spielman, Senior Cantor & Artistic Director
Boaz Davidoff, Cantor
rikki arad, Executive Director
steve ginsburg, President
eric n. Klein, Executive Vice President
arthur stark, Concert Committee Chairman
elysa stark, Concert Coordinator
Concert Committee: Michael Berezin, richard Birdie, 
   Marge Browner-Marks, Carmen Cunha, stan Kutlin
Claudia sternberg, Graphic Designer
Francisco Valdes, Director of Maintenance 
The B’nai Torah Maintenance staff
paul The soundman, Sound & Lights
shari Upbin, Theater Director

B’nai Torah Choir: 
Cantor Mitchell Martin, Choir Conductor
Soprano: sandra gottfried, Myrna gross, sharon steinberg, 
   avigail Whiting
Alto: nina Cohen, pamela Feldman, andrea gralnick, 
   Donna grossman, robyn Lamp, Leah Levin, naomi Lippa, 
   sharon Weinstein
Tenor: Daniel Caplin, erick Crow, edwin Franks, herb goldstein, 
   Joe Popper, Lois Radding, Arlene Stolzenberg
Bass: David Dweck, Jason Goldstein, Joe Levitan,  Darren Littman, 
   Mack rosenbaum, Mark samarel

 Corporate sponsors:



B NAI TORAH 
CONGREGATION
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